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	Practical 3D Printers: The Science and Art of 3D Printing, 9781430243922 (1430243929), Apress, 2012

	So what is a 3D printer? It's a device you can either buy or build to make parts, toys, art, and even 3D images captured by a sensor or modeled in software. Maybe you have one, or maybe you're thinking about buying or building one, but once you have one, what can you do with it?


	Practical 3D Printers takes you beyond building the printer to calibrating it, customizing it, and creating amazing models with it, including 3D printed text, a warship model, a robot body, windup toys, and arcade-inspired alien invaders.


	First you'll learn about the different types of popular 3D printer models and the similarities and differences among them. You'll see how the MakerBot works, and how it's different from RepRap printers like the Huxley and Mendel as well as the whiteAnt RepStrap printer featured in the Apress book Printing in Plastic. You'll then learn how to find and create 3D models, and even how to create a 3D model from a 2D image. Next, you'll walk through building multi-part models with a steampunk warship example, working with meshes to build your own action heroes, and creating an autonomous robot chassis. Finally, you'll find all sorts of bonus projects to build, including wind-up walkers, faceted vases for the home, and a handful of useful upgrades to improve your 3D printer.

	

	In Practical 3D Printers, Brian Evans, the author of Beginning Arduino Programming, takes this topic deeper than any other 3D printing book with an discussion of various types of popular 3D printers, how to customize and calibrate them, and how to design and create models to put your printer to work. Whether you have the MakerBot, the Mendel, the whiteAnt, or any other 3D printer, with Practical 3D Printers, you'll be able to create amazing things with your printer.


	What you’ll learn

	
		The various types of 3D printers, what they have in common, and what sets each one apart
	
		The printer toolchain, including controllers and printer interfaces
	
		The art of calibrating your printer
	
		How to find and create 3D models to print, including using Google Sketchup
	
		How to create multipart models and meshes
	
		How to upgrade both the mechanical and electronic parts in your printer



	Who this book is for


	Electronics enthusiasts, tinkerers, artists, and everyone who wants to use their 3D printer to do more than make more 3D printers.
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Drupal 6 Themes: Create new themes for your Drupal 6 site with clean layout and powerful CSS stylingPackt Publishing, 2008
Drupal is an award winning open source Content Management System (CMS). Based on PHP/MySQL, its power and flexibility combined with its exceptional design mean it is one of the most popular choices for creating a CMS website.  

Drupal employs a specialized templating system and supports themes, which allow you to change the look and feel...


		

JSP™ and XML Integrating XML and Web Services in Your JSP™ ApplicationAddison Wesley, 2002
The first Internet revolution was all about delivering information to people. We  are now in the second revolution, which focuses on delivering information to  systems. XML is the tool that makes this new revolution a reality, and Web  services are the methods by which businesses will drive system-to-system  communication. JSP(TM) and XML takes you...

		

Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery HandbookSpringer, 2005
This handbook organizes all major concepts, theories, methodologies, trends, challenges and applications of data mining (DM) and knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) into a coherent and unified whole. The book first surveys, then provides comprehensive yet concise algorithmic descriptions of classic methods plus recently-developed extensions and...




	

Creating Striking Graphics with Maya and PhotoshopSybex, 2004


	Welcome to Creating Striking Graphics with Maya and Photoshop and the cutting edge of

	photo-realistic and surrealistic design. If you’re a Photoshop artist coming to this book, sit

	back and enjoy the ride. The intent of the book is not to overwhelm you with technical

	details, but to help ease you into the world of Maya...

		

Buffer Overflow AttacksSyngress Publishing, 2005
Buffer overflows. In most information technology circles these days, the term buffer overflows has become synonymous with vulnerabilities or in some cases, exploits. It is not only a scary word that can keep you up at night wondering if you purchased the best firewalls, configured your new host-based intrusion prevention system correctly, and have...

		

Machine Learning Algorithms: Popular algorithms for data science and machine learning, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		An easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide for getting to grips with the real-world application of machine learning algorithms

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore statistics and complex mathematics for data-intensive applications
	
			Discover new developments in EM algorithm, PCA, and bayesian...
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